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The Bahn Stormer
For Information or submissions

Contact Mike O’Rear
morear734@gmail.com

(Please put Bahn Stormer in the subject line) 
Deadline:  Normally by the end of the third 

week-end of the month.

Material from the The Bahn Stormer may be reprinted 
(except for ads) provided proper credit is given to the 
author and the source.  

Advertising Rates  (Per Year)

Copy is the responsibility of the advertiser.

Full Page:  $650
Half Page:  $375

Quarter Page:  $225
Business Card:  $100
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Editor’s Note: These are the folks who print our newsletter.
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Tim Pott*
734-548-5378
Ann Arbor 48104
tcpott@gmail.com
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248-442-9008
Novi 48375
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Peter Grant*
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Burghard Linn* 
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Ann Arbor 48108
jdowty3@gmail.com
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Glenn Trapp 
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Brighton  48114 
gtrapper@gmail.com 

 Bahn Stormer Editor
Mike O’Rear* 
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Ann Arbor 48103
morear734@gmail.com

 Social Media Coordinator
Vacant -- why not volunteer?

 Events Chairpersons
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* Denotes Board Member

2019 Rally Sport Region Officers

The Official Page
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On the Grid
 By RSR President Tim Pott 

My involvement with PCA goes back 
to the late 1970s before I even owned 
a Porsche.  I was recruited to join by a 
friend who had been an active member 
with the Southeast Michigan Region 
which was the obvious choice at the time 
as it was the only region in our area.  My 
activity with the club at that time was 
to host an occasional tech session and 

perhaps attend a holiday party.  If a clairvoyant had told me 
that I would eventually become president of a region, he or 
she would have been met with a fair amount of skepticism.  
 My current level of activity was invigorated by our past 
president, Rick Mammel.  Rick was the one who encouraged 
me to take a more active role, become his vice president and 
eventually president of this club.  I like to think that I was sort 
of re-recruited, as my membership up to that point had been 
pretty much limited to reading Bahn Stormer and Panorama 
issues.  
 PCA national has a label for folks who join the club just 
to get the subscription to Panorama magazine, I think they 
simply call them “Pano members” or something to that 
effect.  The national organization’s demographics show that 
the vast majority of Porsche owners who join the club do so 
just to get the magazine, and I would submit that there is 
nothing wrong with that, especially if it is the gateway that 
eventually leads to a  more active membership.  
 In the eight years I’ve spent as vice president and 
president of RSR, I’ve learned a lot about our members, 
activities and PCA in general.  I’ve taken a role similar to Rick’s 
in recruiting and re-recruiting members by encouraging new 
folks to join and long-time members to take a more active 
roll with our club either by hosting an event or working as 
a committee chair, board member or helping with one of 
our many existing events.  There is so much that we have 
to offer in terms of activities, but the greatest benefit is the 
intangible reward of developing  friendships with fellow RSR 
folks.  
 I’ve found that I usually take two different approaches 
when recruiting or re-recruiting.  When talking to a newbie, 
I’ll often stress what I believe to be our two strongest assets; 
our high performance driver’s education program and the 
friendliness of our members.  It is so gratifying when I get 
feedback  from said newbies, confirming that they were 
delighted by their first experience with RSR as a club.  If I am 
talking to an existing member, I sometimes encourage them 
to take a more active role in our club and point out that by 
doing so they might just reap benefits well beyond the event 

itself.  They might, as I have, create new friendships that can 
last a lifetime.
 My term as president will end this calendar year and I 
have learned that term limits for club officers is a good thing.  
It’s time that we get some new people on board with some 
fresh ideas and renewed energy.  Serving as president of RSR 
has been an extremely rewarding experience for me and I 
have learned much about myself during my two terms.  But I 
could not have done it without help from many of the other 
stalwarts in our club who have made my tenure a very easy 
one.  There is no way I would or could have done this job 
without the help and encouragement from committee chairs, 
officers and members in general.  Thank you all so much for 
making this such an easy and rewarding experience for me.  
 I look forward to life as an active and supportive member 
of RSR in upcoming years.  The last  few years of experience 
have shown me a few areas where I feel I can contribute 
to the club in some positive ways beyond hosting the tech 
sessions that many of you have grown used to.   
 This year’s holiday hurrah is scheduled for December 7th.  
Once again, Germain Porsche of Ann Arbor is generous enough 
to host our club in their gorgeous, super-cool showroom.  This 
venue has become so popular that other considerations pale 
by comparison, so we are looking forward to another great 
event once again.  Last year was so well attended that we ran 
out of food, so I have increased the quantity to assure all will 
be well-fed.  Your admission to the gala and any additional 
proceeds collected will go to support kids and their families 
who will be spending the holidays in the hospital.  So this 
is a double win; you get to spend an evening visiting with 
RSR friends while bringing some normalcy to kids and family 
going through a challenging period of their lives.  
 May RSR members enjoy many more years of friendly 
camaraderie and fun activities!
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EXPERT PORSCHE SERVICE • DEDICATED PORSCHE TECHNICIANS

MORE THAN 120 YEARS COMBINED PORSCHE EXPERIENCE

SERVING RALLY SPORT REGION FROM THE VERY BEGINNING

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088 
www.arbormotion.com/rennstatt

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

Briarwood Mall

S
tate S

treet669 State Circle

ARE YOU CONSIDERING UPDATING THE IMS BEARING 
OR INSTALLING A DIRECT OIL FEED SYSTEM IN YOUR 

BOXSTER/CAYMAN/996/997?

HAVE RENNSTATT PERFORM THAT SERVICE THIS DECEMBER THRU 
MARCH AND WE WILL TRANSPORT YOUR VEHICLE TO AND FROM 

THE SHOP IN AN ENCLOSED TRAILER AT NO CHARGE! 

CALL NICK POTT AT 734-761-1088 FOR DETAILS
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RSR Calendar of Events
December 2 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  

Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth A final chance to vote for 
next years club officers.

December 7 (Sat.): Holiday Party at Porsche of Ann 
Arbor -- Host: RSR President Tim Pott

December TBD:  Edsel Ford House Tour

January 6 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Non-Meeting gath-
ering --  Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth

January 15 (Sat.) 10:00AM - 2:00PM:  Time with Tim 
& Jeff at BMW Motorcycles of Southeast Michigan 
(14855 N. Sheldon Road, Plymouth, MI)

February 3 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  
Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth

February 15 (Sat.): January 15 (Sat.) 10:00AM - 
2:00PM:  Time with Tim & Jeff

March 2 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth

April 6 (Mon.) 7:00 PM:  RSR Club Meeting --  Karl’s 
Cabin, Plymouth
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W.10 Mile Rd. Grand River Ave.

H
aggerty

Rd.

Grand River Ave.

W. 11 Mile Rd

H
alsted

Rd.

275 5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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Current Membership 523*

Member Anniversaries

Membership

Welcome New Members

November Anniversaries: 
John & Dawn Horner .........46
Dave & Cole Winston .........38
Carl & William Morganti  ...25
Mark Schettenhelm & 
 Joan Walton ..................22
Timothy Shinn & 
 Elizabeth Pielsticker ......22
Pat Jeski .............................18
Bill & Linda Damon ............17 
Tim Norman 14
Pat & Amy Paul ..................12
John Dixon .........................11

George & Mary Gilligan .......7
Chuck Palfi & 
 Jane Clawson-Palfi ..........7
John & Diane Thomson .......7
Yue Fan ................................6
Stephen Ascherl...................4
Don Louwsma ......................4
John McIver .........................4
Mike & JianPing McKelvey ...3
Miles Townsend-Robledo ....3
Bill & Christina Winn............3
Bill Chandler ........................2
Bruce Mather ......................2

Christian Mooradian & 
 Alisha Les ........................2
Kenneth Grigsby Jr. ..............1
Alex & Barbara Nitsche ........1
Greg Wayne .........................1

December Anniversaries:
Phil & Francie Kish .............41
Tom & Alex Green ..............33
Brian Nao & 
 Kathy Toy-Nao ...............28
Ken & Josie Bush ...............21
William & Todd Houghton .20

James & Deanna Utsler .....17
Jill & Jeff Brueckheimer .....13
Phil & Sarah Kingham ........12
Larry Webster ......................9
Paul Eddleston .....................7 
Keith & Kathy Knudsen ........7
Skip & Christopher Kuhn .....7
Rick & Beth Peterson ...........6
Ryan Beekman .....................5
Shelly Snyder & 
 Joe Johnston ...................2
Bennett Borsuk ....................1

Dave & Michele Callanan
Canton, MI
2018 Silver 718 Cayman

Kenneth Horen & Charles Lehnert
Ann Arbor, MI
2004 Titanium Metall Cayenne
2016 Agate Grey Boxster

Dennis & Pat Huibregtse
Ann Arbor, MI
2000 Arctic Silver 911 Carrera 
Cabrio

Barry Malatesta & Mitzi McMahon
Ypsilanti, MI
1990 Pepsi Red 911 C2

Oleh Szekera
Brighton, MI
2004 Grey 911 C4S

* Includes 323 Primary Members

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. 
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director: 
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will 
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA 
national.

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
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FINN’S J M & J  
INSURANCE

ANN ARBOR  •  734.668.4050
FinnsIns.com

Furniture Row trademarks used with permission. “Martin Truex Jr.” is a registered trademark of Martin Truex Jr LLC d/b/a MTJ Motorsports.  
His name and/or likeness are used under license by MTJ Motorsports. Toyota trademarks used with permission. Bass Pro Shops® is a 
registered trademark of Bass Pro Intellectual Property, L.L.C. Tracker® is a registered trademark of Tracker Marine, L.L.C. 5-HOUR ENERGY 
and the Running Man Designs are registered trademarks.

You might not race in the Cup  
series, but if you’re a great  

driver, you need great insurance.

MARTIN TRUEX JR
2017 NASCAR Cup Series Champion™

Great driver,  
great insurance.
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On returning from a great day on the RSR Color Tour 
(Thanks to Stewart & Sally Free, Doug & Joanne Ash, and Al 
& Claire Utter  for another good one, and the great route), 
I just had to write down the stream of thoughts on the 
way home about the plethora of pleasures of owning and 
driving a Porsche on a spirited drive on the excellent two 
lane roads NW of Ann Arbor – and the camaraderie of RSR.
 The sights and sounds abounded. Sounds: the 
combination of the driver’s side intake at WOT gulping 
air to feed the flat six that sings at high revs, in harmony 
with the exhaust - all giving new meaning to the phrase 
automotive music.  Sights: the tach dancing up and down, 
while the other needles remained in their rightful positions; 
the beautiful countryside and colors (going by at a blur). 
The satisfaction of just-shy-of-redline upshifts and properly 
executed heel-and toe downshifts. The feeling of just how 
competent and capable the car is at high speeds, sticking to 
the corners with no muss & fuss. Porsche poetry in motion. 
The confirmation of the rightness of the decision to buy 
and have one. The pure enjoyment of driving it with my 
favorite passenger, Kathy, who appreciates it all too. Sure, 
mine is just a base Boxster with only a 2.7  and 240 hp - but 
if driven like it was meant to be, you can keep up with the 
911s (and we did today). Top up or top down (our favorite), 
cool or hot weather, rain or shine, it’s a quick, capable, 
yet comfortable car. As Porsche used to say, “There is no 
substitute”. That still applies.
 Like many of us, I have a growing collection of car guy 
t-shirts. One of them is, “The World Is Flat” (well, the 
engines). I have other cars & engines (a turbo 4 and two 
V8’s, one supercharged), but the flat six sings like no other. 
Another shirt says, “Assembled In The Forties. All Original 
Parts. Most of Them Are Still Working”. Works for me. As 
the miles accrue on my cars and me, I can’t help but reflect 
on what a pleasure it has been, and is to be an active 
member of PCA and RSR. The cars and the camaraderie, 
the track events (I recently retired from that, with the 
stolen mantra, “The older I get, the faster I was.”). The 
tours and social events. All great & rewarding fun with RSR.
 And yes, the PCA saying, “It’s not just the cars, it’s the 
people” is a truism. Capping off a good drive over a good 
lunch with Porsche people is part of the package. Listening 
to others’ stories of what they have, how they came to have 
them, other Porsches (and yes, other marques) they have/
had, why they love them, and the day’s driving adventure. 
That was the best, as well.

Life is good. Especially with a Porsche. So, that’s my post-
Porsche drive stream-of-consciousness of the day. It was 
another great one for me, and I trust for those of you who 
did it, too.

Epilogue: My “SellYourSportsCar” partner and good friend 
Michael Cohen called recently to say that he had a similar 
experience (with similar descriptions) with his 997 Turbo 
Cabriolet on SEM.PCA’s Color Tour. Great thoughts and 
Porsche pleasures alike.

RSR Color Tour & Porsche Pleasurers
By member Conrad Zumhagen

Beauty and the Bridge
PORSCHE ON THE MAC AUG. 17-19, 2018 – EXHILARATING!

1.800.338.6660                                stignace.comwww.s$gnace.com/event/beauty-and-
the-bridge-porsche-on-the-mac/	

	Porsches	will	be	back	on	the	Mac	in	2020!	

1	(800)	338-6660	

Porsche	on	the	Mac	II			July	31-August	2,	2020	
St.	Ignace,	Michigan	

Plan	now	to	aIend	this	mul$-regional	event	in	
Michigan’s	beau$ful	Upper	Peninsula			



Classic in the making. 
At Porsche of Ann Arbor, your air-cooled Porsche is in good hands.

Meet Danny Young
Porsche Gold Meister Technician

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St. 
PorscheAnnArbor.com

PREMIER
Porsche Dealer

Porsche Club member and veteran technician Danny Young has worked at Porsche of Ann 
Arbor for more than 27 years, and enjoys weekend autocross events in his Boxster S as well as 
coaching his son in racing. Danny’s love of air-cooled engines began when he learned to 
maintain his first car, an air-cooled '76 Volkswagen Beetle. Since then, he’s continually trained 
with the best to become a Gold Meister Technician. Let Danny handle your classic or 
air-cooled Porsche service for peace of mind that your car is in the hands of the best.
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Structural Issues.
Most of the serious issues around the early air-cooled 
Mezger engines had to do with how fundamental compo-
nents, such as the engine case itself, held up to stress and 
time.  As previously mentioned, this is especially true with 
the 2.7 liter, magnesium case engines.  Disassembling one 
of these motors after running for many years and thou-
sands of heat cycles, or hitting above the 100,000 mile 
mark, almost assures that some structural issues must be 
addressed.  The constant side to side loads of a reciprocat-
ing engine on the crankshaft will ultimately distort the main 
bearing bores, making it often necessary to line bore the 
engine case main bearing bores.  
 There are two approaches to line boring. The first meth-
od requires shaving the case halves down, which reduces 
the main bearing bores sizes, and then reboring the main 
bearing bore to the standard dimension,. The second meth-
od is to just bore the main to an oversize dimension and fit 
the case with oversize main bearings.  The latter approach 
has become less popular as the price and availability of 
oversize bearings have become scarce and expensive.  
 “Shuffle pinning” the case halves at the main bearing 
bores is another procedure which helps strengthen the 
main bearing area of the engine.  This modification involves 
drilling blind holes which then receive tight fitting dowels 
on either side of each main bearing saddle near the holes 
for the case’s through bolts. 

 The dowels serves to mitigate some of the “shuffling” ef-
fect of the two case haves as they are exposed to the loads 

of reciprocating mass at high rpm.  Shuffle pinning isn’t typi-
cally necessary on a street engine but is a good idea if one 
of these engines is being driven at race tracks where sus-
tained high rpms are common.  
 Another requirement when rebuilding a magnesium en-
gine case is to install steel thread inserts for all of the cylin-
der head studs.  While this work can be done carefully by 
hand, it is done most accurately and cleanly on a mill where 
drilling and tapping can be held to a higher level of preci-
sion.  
 The needs of building an engine for full out competition 
at a race track are very different from those of a concours 
or restoration project.  The selection of updates or modifi-
cations to any air or water-cooled Mezger engine requires 
research and collaboration with the customer.  Maximum 
displacement, higher compression and sustained high RPM 
and load usage requires adding as much strength to the ba-
sic engine as possible.  On the other hand, rebuilding an 
engine to exacting original appearance in a 911 that will see 
only a few thousand miles of street use requires only a few 
updates for a reliable outcome. 

Engine Evolution
The air-cooled version of the Mezger designed engine con-
tinued to grow in size as more power and emissions added 
stress to the basic design.  In fact the engine, which started 
as a relatively small 2.0 liter displacement grew to a 3.8 li-
ter displacement in its final form.  Not to mention the fact 
that the very same motor received turbo charging starting 
in 1976, then went to twin turbos in 1996, and eventually 
made 424 horsepower in the relatively rare Turbo S version.  
 The result was that 
the turbocharged cars 
were capable of 0 to 
60 times of 4.5 sec-
onds while the full 
on racing version GT2 
could get from 0 to 60 
in under 4 seconds.  
These kinds of perfor-
mance numbers put 
the Mezger powered 
Porsches squarely in 
the ranks of elite, su-
per cars.  

This is definitely not intended for a 
street going Porsche but an exam-
ple of a highly modified twin turbo 
engine prepped for racing.

Getting to Know Mr. Mezger (Part 2 & Conclusion)
 Story and photos by RSR President Tim Pott

(Continued on page 15)

Notice the short dowels on either side of the main bearing 
saddles which prevent the engine case halves from moving 
under high RPM conditions.
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Vintage Munk's
since 1969  

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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 Porsche continued the air-cooled Mezger engined 911s 
far longer than many car enthusiasts and aficionados had 
ever imagined possible. The continued development of this 
engine in air cooled form was driven by its now iconic status 
and popularity among “Porschephiles” everywhere. The air-
cooled powerplant was limited in large part due to the fact 
that its cooling system, being air, was subject to changes in 
ambient temperatures. With increased emission standards 
the heat loading on the combustion process was limiting 
horsepower output, regardless of engine displacement. It 
was inevitable that Porsche would have to abandon its air 
cooling for a conventional water cooling system.
 Porsche had been turning to liquid cooling for its racing
engines several years prior to using liquid cooling in its pro-
duction cars. The 935/78 race car, nicknamed the “Moby 
Dick” due to its large whale tail, received water-cooled cylin-
der heads in order to stabilize combustion chamber temper-
atures. The limited production supercar 959 also received 
water-cooled cylinder heads while continuing to use
air to cool the rest of the engine, including the cylinders and
block. Porsche’s 962 race car was the first flat six cylinder
engine to be entirely water-cooled.
 When the Porsche 996 (still badged as a 911) debuted as 
a street legal sports car it had the first fully liquid-cooled flat 
six engine in the Porsche sports car lineup. The vast majority 

of the 996 models received a newly designed engine which 
was no longer technically a dry sump engine. The GT3 and 
Twin Turbo 996s, however, received a much different engine 
than the base model 996.  This “new” engine was a water-
cooled copy of the early
“Mezger” dry sump design as its air-cooled predecessor.
In fact, the castings of the water-cooled engine block are
so similar both internally and externally, that some of the
components such as crankshafts, countershafts and oil 
pumps are interchangeable with some of the later models 

of aircooled engines. Many folks in the Porsche community 
reserve the moniker “Mezger Engine” for only these water-
cooled, dry sump engines first fitted into the high end (turbo 
and GT3) models, but that is not paying homage to the origi-
nal aircooled history of the design.
 The normally aspirated, early Porsche 996/911 and Box-
ster lineup, which got the new, more cost-conscious de-
signed engine, suffered from some significant and question-
able engineering decisions. 
 Now legendary and most glaring among these was the 
use of a sealed ball bearing at the end of the intermedi-
ate shaft within the engine. The failure of this ball bearing 
meant almost certain instant and catastrophic death of the 
entire engine. While there are no official measures to quan-
tify the number of engines affected, it had many disenchant-
ed Porsche owners questioning their loyalty to the marque. 
  Several aftermarket businesses rushed to develop fixes, 
including; replacing the ball bearing with one that offers a 
longer service life and upgrading the ball style bearing to a 
more conventional plain, babbited engine bearing which is 
fed oil under pressure. Many of these aftermarket fixes are 
effective but none of them were approved or adopted by 
the manufacturer. The affected engines were in use in the 
Boxster, Cayman, and 911 lineup until 2008 when a newly 
designed engine replaced the flawed one. 
 The water-cooled Mezger designed engines, on the oth-
er hand are truly a magnificent design and rose to a high 
level of power and reliability. As previously mentioned, 
the engine case, crankshaft, connecting rods, intermediate 
shaft and oil pump all shared the same architecture and, 
in some cases, even part numbers of the 993 and 964 air 
cooled models. The liquid cooling did necessitate the rede-
sign of many other internal components, however.
 The pistons and cylinders are still individual units and are
typically sold in balanced and matched sets similar to those
of their air-cooled predecessors.

(Continued on page 17)

(Mezger Engine from page 13)

This is an example of a large displacement, high-performance, 
water-cooled piston and cylinder assembly.

Picture of the housing where the water-cooled cylinder sleeve 
is housed.
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Annual Rally Sport Region's 
Holiday Party -- 2019

Please join us for a casual evening with fellow members and friends. The 
evening is brought to you by Porsche of Ann Arbor and the Rally Sport 
Region. There will be dining stations, a cash bar and entertainment. 

Again this year there is no charge for the party, but you are asked to bring 
unwrapped toys for donation to the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital. With a 
free event, please consider converting those savings into the equivalent 
value of toys and games, a toy store gift certificate or a cash donation of 
$50/person for the young patients at Mott.

Remember Mott Hospital treats children 
from infants to age 18. Their suggestions 
for new toy donations include:
New and Used Xbox 360 Games. Each    
 room has an Xbox 360
Infant and Toddler Toys 
Play-Doh and accessories 
Legos 
Coloring Books 
Craft kits (more complex projects) 
Character toys (super heroes, Dora, etc) 
Crayola art supplies 
Hot Wheels Cars

Please note that these are only 
suggestions. Should you see a toy that 
you feel would create the ultimate gift 
for a sick child, feel free to “ramp it up.” 

No time to shop for gifts? No problem!
Bring a check made out to UMHS Child 
& Family Life.

For more information C.S. Mott 
Children's Hospital's UMHS Child & 
Family Life fund go to:  
http://givetomott.org/ways-to-give/mot-
t-wish-list/

Date: Saturday, December 7th
Time: 6:30-9:30

Where: Porsche of Ann Arbor,  
2575 S. State Street, Ann Arbor

Dress: Business Casual
RSVP by November 29th
 to mor734@gmail.com
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 The difference is that the cylinder is now housed in an 
aluminum structure which allows coolant, in a conventional
mixture of ethylene glycol and water, to circulate around 
this “wet sleeve.” 
 O-rings at the top and bottom of each individual cylinder 
keep the coolant mixture away from the cylinder head and 
bottom end oil tight areas of the engine. Installation of the 
pistons and cylinders requires the use of very special tools 
as well as unique procedures to assure proper sealing. 
 The cylinder heads are no longer individual units but 
each is cast as a single head which covers each of the two 
banks of three cylinders of the horizontally opposed six cyl-
inder engine.

 

 Dual overhead camshafts are utilized in the head struc-
ture which now actuate four valves per cylinder. The cam-
shafts are still driven by a chain off an intermediate shaft, 
which in turn is driven directly by a gear from the crankshaft
at the required one-half speed of the crankshaft. A con-
ventional style cam chain tensioner, with ramps and guides 
nearly identical to the air-cooled units used in the 993 and 
964 models, keeps the proper tension on the now longer 
chain (longer due to the fact that it is driving two cams as 
opposed to one) throughout the heat cycling of the engine. 
Dual overhead camshafts receive timing variation through 
cam actuators on the inlet camshafts.
 A labyrinth of external cooling passages is necessary to 
carry the liquid from the heat sources in the heads and cyl-
inders away from the engine and to the radiators that live at 
the front end of the car. 
  These external passages, or manifolds, became a failure 
point on this otherwise robust design. In order to attach 
rubber cooling hoses to the manifolds it was necessary to 
have a smoothly machined end with a flange to properly 
secure the hose to the manifold. These flanged tubes were 
glued into place on the coolant manifold. After several 
years of heat cycling the glue can fail and the engine will 

dump a huge amount of coolant almost immediately from 
the gaping hole left at the detached point on the manifold. 
 The nature of the failure rarely caused a severe overheat-
ing event because the dramatic plume of steaming coolant 
alerted the driver and the car was typically shut off imme-
diately. The biggest problem this failure posed was the slip-
pery coolant that coated the road, or worse, a track surface 
as these cars were often used at race track events.

 
 Two approaches to fixing this coolant manifold issue 
have been developed and both require removal of the cool-
ant manifolds. After the manifold has been removed, which 
also necessitates engine removal, the machined sleeves 
can be either welded or pinned to the cast portion of the 
manifold. Welding requires heating and removing the glued 
sleeve from the manifold and the old glue must be com-
pletely removed by the use of abrasives. 
 Once the two surfaces have been cleaned they can be 
welded using a TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welder. Because of 
the variation of the thickness of the two materials, an ex-
perienced hand at this task is required, and many welders 
are not comfortable taking this approach as a result. When 
done properly, it is the best solution as it is permanent and 
does not allow for any leakage whatsoever at the joint be-
tween the two pieces of aluminum. 
  The pinning approach has the benefit of not requiring ex-
cellent  TIG welding skills. This procedure involves drilling a 
hole through the cast manifold into the machined, flanged  
tube. The hole is then threaded and a bolt secures the two 
components together. Care must be taken to completely 
clean all the metal chips that result from the drilling and 
tapping procedures or they can wind up finding their way 
to some critical component of the engine’s cooling system 

(Mezger Engine from page 15)

A cylinder head for a water-cooled Mezger engine.  This is 
one piece as opposed to individual heads on the air-cooled 
versions.

(Continued on page 18)

These are the external coolant manifolds for a 996 twin 
turbo Porsche engine.
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such as a water pump or thermostat. Because of this, it is 
recommended that the coolant manifold be removed en-
tirely from the engine as it is during the welding procedure.
 The other drawback to the pinning method of repair is 
that a small amount of seepage can still develop between 
the cast manifold and the attaching flanged pipe. Certainly 
pinning will prevent the more catastrophic pipe blowing 
from the manifold, but a smaller leak is still a possibility. 
As with any repair, consultation with the vehicle owner ex-
plaining pros and cons as well as costs involved is the key to 
success. 
 The extremely robust design of the Mezger engine from 
its earliest air-cooled form until its adaptation for use in the 
liquid-cooled GT3 and Turbo models is perhaps one of the 
biggest reasons for the Porsche 911 being arguably the most 
successful production sports car in history. This engine has 
evolved through experience gained from endurance racing 
as well as countless miles of street use and abuse. At the 
end of endurance races, some of them 24 hours long, these 
engines always seemed to be running at the end which gave 
way to an old racing saw -- “To finish first, first you must fin-
ish!” Due to economic and increasing emission standards, it 
is unlikely another engine will ever reach the bar set by the 
legendary Mezger engine in either its liquid or air-cooled 
form.

(Editor’s Note:  Thanks to derFix, an internet publication, 
for allowing the Bahn Stormer to reprint Tim Pott’s recent 
contribution to that “magazine.”  derFix can be found at Au-
tomotiveTechInfo.com)

(Ballot from page 17)

Example of a high-quality TIG welded connection of the 
coolant manifold to the flanged tube.

A factory M96 replacement engine ready for installation.
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Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz
Zone 4 Representative

Hi Zone 4 Porsche 
Fans, 
The month of 
October is very 
special to me – 
Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month.  
Those of you who 
have seen me at various DE events recognize my Pink Ribbon 
Boxster.  I started participating in a very special event called 
the Breast Cancer 3-Day Komen for a Cure in 2006.  The 
Komen Foundation supports the 3-Day 60-mile walk events 
in multiple cities each year, and I meet up with team mates 
in one or more cities each summer.  I’ve walked at least 
one event each year, and some years have walked or been 
on the crew for a 2nd.  I raise funds to walk in memory 
of my mother who was a 22-year breast cancer survivor, 
and many other friends and family members whose lives 
have been impacted by this complex, horrible disease.  This 
year, my walk was on Oct 18th – 20th in Philadelphia, here 
on the steps of the 
building where Rocky 
was filmed with my 
walking buddies.  This 
is my focus for charity 
in my life -what’s 
yours?  Each region has 
identified one or more 
charities and a special 
event each year where 
you raise money, 
including the Charity 
Subsidy offered from PCA National.  What is your charity 
focus?  Giving back brings so much joy, and I encourage 
each of you to write an article for your region newsletter 
about your give back experience.  
 Much of this month I’ve spent time planning for 2020.  
We have 2 premier events that are going to be great 
experiences for us in Zone 4, and others from surrounding 
Zones.  Preliminary information is available and more will 

be details coming soon.  Mark your calendars to join us: 
May 29-31st – Belle Isle Grand Prix Porsche Car Corral – A 
weekend of spectacular racing featuring the WeatherTech 
IMSA series and 2 full IndyCar Races.  Porsche Club of 
America National sponsors the hospitality tent and car 
corral, and the Detroit Grand Prix organization sponsors 
the police escort caravan from our host hotel, The 
Henry Autograph Collection in Dearborn, MI.  Southeast 
Michigan, your host region, has arranged for a special low 
guest room rate, and arranged for dinner on your own on 
Friday evening in their premier restaurant.  An eBlast will 
be coming your way soon with registration and volunteer 
details. 
 July 31 – Aug 2 – Porsches on the Mac II – Beauty and 
the Bridge.  (See the ad on page 11.) Hosted by MotorStadt 
Region, this event comes back, courtesy of the St. Ignace 
Visitors Bureau.  Two years ago, we had 99 Porsches 
cross the bridge together on Saturday morning, let’s see 
how many more we get this year. The weekend features 
gathering Saturday morning for a police escort to and 
over the bridge from St. Ignace, and then a tour to a lunch 
location.  The afternoon is on your own, and we gather 
again at the pier for a hosted dinner and music, capped 
off with fireworks.  There will be many self-guided tours 
available for you to choose from on the way up or the way 
home.   More details will be forthcoming. 
Have a wonderful month – until next time - Lori 
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Michigan's #1 Rated Bosch Service Center

3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

50 Years of Munk’s Motors

Also, we invite you to our 

“Other Nines” Porsche Tech Session
Saturday, Dec. 7; 10 am - 3 pm

Topics TBA
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Automated Dependencies
Automation can be a wonderful tool to enhance our lives.  
But automation can also have a detrimental effect.  The 
case in point is computer aids in transportation.  With 
these new computer controlled tools we are becoming de-
pendent to the point of losing our fundamental skills.  We 
are becoming complacent to the point that automation 
takes over the responsibilities of driving.  I use the term 
transportation rather than driving because there is a paral-
lel thread between piloting a plane and piloting a car that 
are creating new risks in both skills.
 The autopilot has become an almost essential tool in fly-
ing aircraft.  I have observed this first hand in private planes 
and commercial aircraft.  Anyone who has sat beside a 
skilled pilot will observe the operation of the autopilot as 
standard procedure in normal pilot functions.  Hand flying 
only occurs in takeoff and landing and in many commercial 
aircraft even that operation relies heavily on the autopilot 
functions.  I never took up flying because it requires a very 
high level of skill, concentration and dedication.  When I 
have flown with some of my pilot friends they often offer 
to let me take control.  I quickly discover how much work 
the autopilot performs and how sloppy my hand flying 
is.   The autopilot makes level flight and especially turning 
and navigation seem smooth and seamless.  The London 
Times recently reported that the FAA is concerned that 
pilots have forgotten how to fly by hand because of high 
tech aircraft.  When automation ceases to work properly 
pilots have lost skills or hesitate to respond because they 
lack experience to take control.  The airplane cockpit has 
increasingly become more automated and pilots more reli-
ant on computer generated messages and warnings.  Much 
of what is reported as pilot error in crashes can be attrib-
uted to a failed warning message or an ignored warning 
light.
 The aircraft autopilot goes back to 1912 when Lawrence 
Sperry of the Sperry Corporation invented it.  By 1947 a 
US C-54 performed a fully automated transatlantic flight 
including takeoff and landing.  Today’s autopilot functions 
allow flying in all weather conditions at a level of safety 
that is unmatched.  Autopilot controls are also present in 
all commercial shipping vessels.     
 Our driving autopilot systems are now becoming more 
and more common.  We are all familiar with the technol-
ogy of Tesla whose latest feature is the automated retrieval 
of a parked car.  Most of us use Level 1 automation which 

is basic cruise control.  Even that has evolved into adap-
tive cruise which maintains a set distance to other mov-
ing cars.  This has some obvious advantages in stop and go 
traffic.  Level 2 automation expands speed and braking to 
include steering.   This steering assist can mean lane keep-
ing but also emergency braking and blind spot monitoring.  
GMs Super Cruise Tech offers to self drive a car as long 
as there are clear lane markings.  Audi offers Level 3 tech 
which includes GPS navigation automation in their A6, A8 
and Q8 but only in Europe.  I have seen a demonstration 
of a Porsche navigating a narrow side road via optic scan-
ning but also navigation through GPS satellite mapping.  
The skills of navigation by reading a map are far behind us.  
Companies such as Mobileye, Delphi, Bosch and NVIDIA 
are creating features that are not far off of self driving cars.  
I have also seen video of Tesla drivers fast asleep behind 
the wheel in stop and go traffic.  Some of the serious Tesla 
crashes involved drivers who were not attentively driving 
their car.
 That raises the concern of the DOT which sees these au-
tomation tools becoming too dependent with the average 
driver who relies heavily on those automation tools.  With 
less dependence on driving skills it is easy to lose focus 
and concentration.  It is easy to slip into the bad habit of 
tailgating when you have emergency automated braking.  
But testing has shown that it is not sufficient in most traffic 
situations.  How many of us rely on back up cameras and 
side alert warnings rather than to turn and scan what is 
behind us even though the fine print on all camera displays 
screens warns us to not rely fully on the camera.  The DOT 
has a valid point that our driving habits and skills are atro-
phying as we more heavily rely on automation.  Ultimately 
the final responsibility falls on the operator in any accident.  
Just as pilots should only rely on automation to augment 
their skills and responsibility, we as drivers need to remain 
vigilant and fully aware of our surroundings and constantly 
evolving driving situations.

Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz 
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2019 Fall Color Tour
Story by member and host Stewart Free. Photos by Burghard Linn and Stewart & Sally Free

On October 12, about 55 people participated in our Fall 
Color Tour drive.  Joanne and Doug Ash distributed our 
driving route instructions and ensured that all participants 
signed our insurance waivers.  Burghard Linn and Sally Free 
documented the day with photographs (available online at:  
https://rsrpics.smugmug.com/RSR-Picture-Upload-Folder).  
After everyone got reacquainted, we left Pinckney for an 
hour and a half drive through the countryside.  We found a 
few curving roads while driving near Howell, Gregory, Hell, 
Hamburg, and Brighton.

 Although it was unusually cold, some Fall colors were 
unfolding and we enjoyed clean/dry roads.   Following the 
enthusiastic driving, we stopped for lunch at the Brighton 
Olive Garden Restaurant.  Surveying several members after 
lunch indicated that they were happy with both the drive 
and the lunch.  Thank you for all our members who were 
able to attend.  Several ideas were shared on how to make 
next year’s Tour even better.     

Just a touch of fall color.

Lead hosts Sally & Stewart Free trying to 
stay warm.

Left to right:  Matt Huber Seth Penchansky, John Welte and Peter and 
Jessica MacFarland awaiting route instructions.

Mary Pat & Joe Conen looking ready to 
drive with the top down.
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2019 Polar Bear Run
Story by Editor Mike O’Rear. Photos by Burghard Linn and Stewart  & Sally Free

This year’s late fall made the Polar Bear Run a second “Color 
Tour.”  More than 60 people, including several from SEM-
PCA, gathered at the Zeeb Road McDonalds for what has 
become another tradition of the Rally Sport Region.   Host 
Sebastian Gaeta laid out his traditional route, this time with 
a few minor(??) adjustments. Member Andy Sasyk came to 
the aid of solo drivers and the “techy” crowd with a route 
map that could be loaded on to smartphones.  Traditionalist 
needed to be extra alert to avoid getting lost by assuming 
the route was identical to the past.

 While cool the pavement remained dry and the drive 
was fun, as usual. At the drive’s end members dined at the 
Common Grill -- if they RSVP’d early -- or at one of the other 
good restaurants on Chelsea’s Main Street. (The Common 
Grill, for the first time, limited the number of seats that they 
would reserve -- a lesson for next year if you are thinking of 
joining the event.
 It is clear that the Polar Bear Run is a popular event be-
fore most members put their Porsches away for winter.  
Thanks to Sebastian, owner of Rennstatt Racing,  for con-
tinuing the tradition.

New members Dennis and Pat Huibregtse at-
tended their first RSR event -- welcome.

Did we mention the size of the turnout.  Sebastian gives route instructions.

JIm & Liz Christopher treated attendees to cider 
and donuts from their classic VW Van.

Left:  a stop sign pro-
vides an opportunity for 

Posches to regroup.

Above: delays occur 
and allow time to focus 
on the beauty of Michi-

gan backroads.

George & Mary Gilligan 
bundled against the cold.
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Tim Pott:  President ................................................Present
Peter Grant: Vice-President ...................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present 
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary ................................Present
Mike O’Rear ...........................................................Present
Kevin Kral ...............................................................Present

Jim Dowty:  Insurance Chair ....................................Absent
Christian Maloof .....................................................Absent
Dan Kantrow ..........................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard ......................................................Absent
William Rogers ........................................................Absent

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, October 8, 2019

Members & Visitor Present: Dru Huber, Matt Huber, Con-
rad Zumhagen, David Finch, Mike Wenners, John McIver, 
Greg Mercier, Jim Schorr, Lee Sellenraad, Pat McNamara, 
Vigen Darian, Lynda Wolf, Jim Christopher and Sue Sarin.

Call to Order:  Tim Pott called the meeting to order at 
7:04PM at Carson’s American Bistro in Ann Arbor.

President’s Report: Tim and Peter made a hasty meeting 
relocation when once again Karl’s double booked the room.  
During the meeting it became quickly apparent that Car-
son’s would not be a good place either because of the noise 
level.  Other locations were suggested, and those locations 
will be reviewed as possible meeting places.

Meeting Minutes: September meeting minutes were re-
viewed.  Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.

Treasurer’s Report:  Burghard reviewed the September fi-
nancial report.  Motion: To approve report passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any 
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn 
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).

Insurance Report: Jim Dowty texted Tim that all events on 
the schedule have certificates requested.

Advertising Report: No report.

Membership:  Glenn texted Tim that the club membership 
is down to 319 members.  

Track Report:   Christian and Phil had the first of 3 post track 
season meetings with the track committee.  One of Phil’s 
ideas, to have a car control clinic, is under consideration. 
Working on a minimum standard document for DE events 
and instructors with national.  Gratton is for sale so our 
weekend track event may be in jeopardy.  Looking for other 
venues just in case.

Newsletter:  November and December newsletter will be 
combined.  Deadline is not set yet, but it will later after the 
Holiday party.

Website:  No report.

Events Committee:  Matt Huber reviewed the following list 
of events (more details in the newsletter)
● Oct 12:   Color Tour. Host: Stuart & Sally Free
● Nov 03: Polar Bear Run. Host: Sebastian Gaeta
● Nov 23 : Movie night. Ford vs. Ferrari 
● Dec 07:  Holiday Party at Porsche of Ann Arbor
● Dec 14:  Edsel Ford House Tour.  Host:  Dru Huber

New Business:  None

Old Business:  None

Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at 
7:59 PM.  Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.
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Laura and I took the month of October to travel in our RV to 
the northeast United States (with four dogs). It was another 
wonderful trip. Niagra Falls, Stowe, VT, Winter Harbor, ME 
and Newport, RI. 
 When we were exploring the island of Rhode Island, 
we drove past a car museum, one I was not aware existed. 
Without any expectations, we visited the museum the next 
day. What a treasure. It exceeded any previous experience 
at any car museum. 
 The Newport Car Museum 
is a private collection of 75 
cars owned by Gunther and 
Maggie Buerman. Gunther, 
a native of Germany, is a for-
mer chairman of a large New 
York law firm. 
 The 114,000 sq. ft. con-
temporary museum was 
opened in mid-2017 on a 
14-acre site formerly owned 
by Raytheon to manufacture 
missiles. It is an amazing 
modern facility with no ex-
pense spared. Upon entering 
the museum, the first section is the World Cars, my favorite. 
1955 Speedster, 1979 930, 918, GT2 RS Porsches, a 1989 
Lamborghini Countach and a 1997 Diablo, a 1992 Jaguar XJ 
220 and 1956 XK140 Roadster, BMW Z8 and i8. Well, you 
get the idea. 
 The overall layout includes 6 sections of cars. World Cars, 
Ford/Shelby, Corvettes, Mopars, Fin Cars and Muscle Cars. 
Every car is perfect.  Some of them extremely rare, including 
a 1965 Shelby GT350R race car, one of only 33 produced. I 
think the section dedicated to Carroll Shelby was my second 
favorite area of the museum. 
 Our RV park was only about two miles from the museum. 
I had heard that a cars and coffee type event was being held 
on Sunday for European cars. Of course, I attended. Just as 
I pulled into the parking lot, the garage door to the muse-
um opened and a new McLaren P1 emerged. Burnt orange 
metallic. Stunning!!! It motored around the parking lot and 
drew a lot of attention from the crowd. I glanced over to a 
grassy area and saw a dignified couple admiring the P1 as it 
drove by them. I approached them and began a conversa-
tion. As it turns out, it was Gunther and Maggie. They were 
two of the nicest and cordial people I have ever met. They 

had just taken delivery of this magnificent McLaren P1 that 
week. Gunther said that he is very price conscious and tries 
to buy all of his cars at auction or slightly used. This example 
was purchased from an individual in Beverly Hills. As I spoke 
with Maggie, a native of Sweden, she said that her involve-
ment in the museum was to emphasize the art of the mu-
seum. “It is more of an art museum than a car museum”, 
she told me. 
 Laura was most impressed with the manner in which 
each car was displayed. Some on rotating or raised plat-
forms, each with an informative placard giving specifica-
tions and the story behind each car.
 To see the cars, go to newportcarmuseum.org or stop at 
this beautiful museum the next time you are in Newport, 
Rhode Island. It is worth the trip.

Visit to the Newport Car Museum
By Member Tom Green

Gunther & Maggie Buerman

The Buerman’s new McLaren P1

Just a taste of what is in the Newport Car Museum
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CARS FOR SALE  

2015 Cayman GTS: One owner. With Manual Transmission, 
32K miles, X73 suspension, GTS 
interior package, GTS exterior 
package in black, Infotainment 
system with Nav and Bose 
Audio, factory sport exhaust, 

sport chrono package, Michelin Pilot Sport 4s, XPEL protec-
tive film on front 1/3 of car, mirrors, A pillars, rockers and 
rear bumper near wheel. $65,000 OBO. Contact Wes @ 248-
982-2145 or wnardoni@hotmail.com

2008 Porsche Cayenne Turbo:  87,500 miles. Overall in very 
great shape inside and out. 
New Rims and Tires with 
Continental DWS tires. 
Brakes were just changed, 
Oil, Filter, Vacuum Pump, 
Spark Plugs, Coils, and Cool-

ant Thermostat. Feel free to contact with any questions or 
seeing it. Please call 313-363-6823 or email at info@william-
abbe.com for more information. $20,999 (03/19)

The following six cars are being offered for sale for their 
owners by RSR Member and advertiser Conrad Zumhagen. 
You can see photos & more at www.SellYourSportsCar.net. 
Contact Conrad at 734.645/5778 or email Conrad@SellYour-
SportsCar.net for details. 

2007 911 (997) Turbo Coupe: 5-Speed Tiptronic S Trans-
mission & AWD. Slate Gray/
Natural Leather Brown. VIN: 
P0AD29957S786530. 23,780 
Miles. This RSR member’s Tur-
bo is pristine & well equipped. 
Records & receipts since 2011, 

all books, keys, clean Carfax included. $72,500

1993 Porsche 968 Cabriolet “Barn Find”, 3.0L L4 16V DOHC 
16V M44/43 Variocam 
Engine,  6 Sp. Man., VIN: 
WP0CA296XPS840217, 
63,316 Miles. Guards 
Red/Cashmere leather. 
One of 414 for N.A. 
$16,900 (09/19)

2016 GT4: 3.9L, 380 HP, 6-Sp. WP0AC2A82GK197635, 6,671 
Miles. Track-proven & 
ready with the right sus-
pension mods, roll cage, 
seats & harnesses, New 
Michelin Pilot Sport 4S 
tires. $87,500 (09/19)

1981 911 SC Targa: 106k miles. VIN WP0EA0910BS160529, 
3.0 engine, 5 sp. Trans. Ex-
cellent condition. Original 
paint, refinished dash, v. 
nice interior. Refurbished 
engine (top end, jugs, 
studs), targa top & dash; 

very nice      interior.  $36,900 (09/19)

1995 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe: 3.6L H6 FI 270 HP Engine
Six Speed Manual Transmis-
sion.  WPOAA29975S312734.
139,100 Miles Owned since 
1997, this car is stock, with no 
modifications or changes (ex-
cept for the modern radio). It 

is in excellent condition. Maintained by our own Tim Pott, 
with detailed records and receipts going back to 1997, and 
the engine completely rebuilt & more at 105,849 miles. the 
car comes with all books, spare, compressor, jack, tools, 
and extra keys. A clean Carfax report is available.  $44,900. 
(07/19) 

2011 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet:  345 HP 3.6L  Engine, 
7-Speed PDK Transmis-
sion.  Platinum Silver 
Metallic/Stone Grey. VIN: 
WP0CA2A99BS740365. 
35,137 Miles. Factory op-
tions include PDK, Sport 
Chrono Package Plus, 

3-Spoke Sports Steering Wheel & Shift Paddles, 19 in. Tur-
bo II wheels, Comfort Package, power heated & ventilated 
seats, , Bluetooth, Universal Audio Interface, , Infotainment 
Package with Bose audio with Navigation & Bluetooth, Sport 
Tailpipes, Porsche Crest Embossed on Headrests   , and wheel 
centers with colored crests. $49,500 (10/19) You can see 
photos & more at www.SellYourSportsCar.net. Contact Con-
rad at 734-645-5778 or email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.
net for details. 

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
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OTHER ITEMS

Recaro Seats: Salvage Like New (mostly) all with pass 
through holes for 6 point har-
ness. 3 sets Recaro Mustang 
GT350 Alcantara, manual, no 
airbag/slit cut. $1,950/pair. Ca-
dillac CTS-V alcantara/leather, 
full power, airbags. $2,950/
pair. Recaro leather, driver side, 
red logo, manual, no airbag. 
$950 each. 

Recaro cloth, driver side, white 
logo, manual, no airbag. $950 
each. 2 each Recaro leather 
(slight seat crack), pass side, 
manual, no airbag/slit cut. $750 
each. 2 each Recaro cloth, pass 
side, manual, no airbag/slit cut. 
$650 each. Tom Green, 734-417-
0030. (11/19)

Wheel/Tires:  2 sets of 19” OZ Racing Ultraleggera HLT Cen-
terlock wheels. These were on my 2012 997 C4 GTS.
Set 1 is gloss black and has Dunlop SP WinterSport 3D tires - F 
235/35 R19 and R 295/30 R19. 

Set 2 is orange and has Pirelli PZero Corsa tires - F 235/35 
ZR19 and R 305/30 ZR19.

Asking $750 per set with local pickup in Howell. Contact Rick 
at riksche@gmail.com. (10/19)

2002 Boxster wheels: Tires have 
been removed. Small blemishes but 
very presentable. F: 17x7 ET55.  R: 
17X8.5 ET48. $400 OBO contact at 
phil@philmatherracing.com (10/19)

997 Parts: Parts are from a 911 997 generation 2 Carrera 
4S: used K&N air 
filters, new oil 
filter with O-ring, 
used 7mm wheel 
spacers, Porsche 
shoulder har-
ness pad, Center 
muffler, Manual 

Shifter Assembly, Intake Plenum, Will sell separately. Buyer 
pays shipping or pickup from Northville MI.  $500. John Mc-
Iver; (734) 765-4585; mrjohnmciver@gmail.com (09/19)

Four Bridgestone Potenza S02-A tires:  225/40 ZR18 front 
(datecode 4217) w/ 3500 
miles, 265/35 ZR18 rear 
(datecode 3915) w/ less 
than 10 miles.  All purchased 
within the last year, receipts 
available.  Tread depth 9 to 

10/32nds. Steve Gross, 248-946-2146 or stevegross@ameri-
tech.net.  (05/19)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem 
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/19) 
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The 944 Chronicles
 By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

Spare Parts
Back when I was racing, we always joked about the “spare 
parts” or “extra” parts listed in the race car for sale ads.  
Invariably these “spares” were usually just leftover parts 
from either repairs or upgrades that the seller just couldn’t 
bear to throw away even knowing they would never use 
them again.   If you bought the car you got the parts.  Extra 
clutter for your garage included at no extra charge.  More 
often than not you ended up squirreling those parts away 
somewhere in the garage while adding additional “spares” 
to the collection until the time came to pass them along to 
(foist upon) the next lucky soul who bought the car from 
you. Even after I stopped racing, I carried piles of parts 
from various stillborn projects with me from house to 
house thinking it’s a shame to get rid of these.  Eventually 
Ebay came to the rescue and the good stuff like that brand-
new mechanical Smiths tach I hung onto for 20 years found 
a new home.  Same for the Toyota MR2 supercharger and 
the brand-new steering wheel I never installed into my Lola 
Formula Ford. The frozen Lotus 907 Jensen Healey engine 
however, well, I suppose the scrap man did the right thing 
with it after he took it away. 
 So, now it’s the end of the year and history is beginning 
to repeat itself. I now have a brand-new collection (large 
pile actually) of spare parts from the 944 as a direct result 
of my zeal to make the 944 a “better” track car. These 
“spares” include a standard size 14mm rear sway bar, all of 
the original anti-roll bar and steering rack bushings, an A/C 
compressor and  mounting bracket, a stock exhaust catalytic 
converter assembly (the replacement one only looks stock 
wink, wink), a power steering rack with pump and lines, 
and an early air flow meter and DME unit.  And that’s just 
the chassis/powertrain stuff.  Let’s not forget about the 
interior “spares” like the A/C portion of the HVAC system 
which for those of you who did not know is a separate unit 
from the heater in the early cars.  Its super easy to take out 
as part of the A/C delete project.  I also added the original 
clock, oil pressure 
gauge, and A/C control 
knob to the spares pile 
as well as the original 
base seats, mounting 
tracks, and rear seat 
back.  I even replaced 
the dirty stinky 35-year-
old ashtray with a much 

more useful coin tray I printed with my 3D printer.  
 Did I throw away the old nasty ashtray, no, of course not. 
It’s in the box of misfit toys on the shelf in the corner with 
the other “spare” 944 parts.  Old habits die hard and I have 
an excess of garage space not to mention the parts car in 
the driveway which makes an excellent storage container 
for most of this stuff.  I keep thinking I should hang onto 
all this stuff just in case I decide to put everything back 
to stock one day.  I tell myself that while simultaneously 
making more modifications to the car for next year’s track 
season yielding yet an even bigger pile of “valuable” but 
totally useless spare parts. The easy move would be to call 
the scrap man before it gets too cold outside and have a 
garage purge, but I just can’t bring myself to throw away 
perfectly good 944 parts, just yet.  I could try to sell them 
but frankly the market for used/removed run of the mill 
Porsche 944 parts isn’t worth the effort, lots of parts out 
there just like mine.
 I did repurpose one of my spares into something I think 
is useful and fun.  After adding new coolant temp and volt 
gauges to the center console I was left with a spare but 
fully functional and accurate clock.  I like clocks and I have 
a 3D printer.  A little work on the CAD station, some 12-
volt leds and a 12-volt power supply from the interweb, 
and viola, I now have super nerdy 944 desk clock instead 
of another addition to spares pile.  If you have any creative 
ideas of what to do with the intake manifold and dual 
Zenith Stromberg carburetor set up from a Jensen Healey/
Lotus 907 engine let me know.  I just can’t bear to part with 
them.  
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From the Back Seat
 By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

Ah! The final “From the Back Seat” article. Four years of 
monthly musings about things Porsche, or things “cars”, or 
just things. It’s been great fun for me, and I hope you’ve 
enjoyed some of the writings. As it turns out, unless 
someone mounts a last minute write in campaign for the 
position of President of this august organization (anyone, 
someone?!), I will graduate in January to the “Front Seat 
Views”. OMG! As mentioned in last month’s article, I’m 
sure I’ll have a few things to say about that transition, but 
for now I’d like to talk about something I’ve been thinking 
about for a while now.
 As many of you know, I sold my ’85 911 Carrera this 
summer and bought a ’06 Boxster S. I’m sure many of you 
must think this was a blasphemous move…and if you have 
a good memory for some things I’ve said in past articles, 
I’d be among them. I recall comparing the newer water-
cooled 911 to the air-cooled 911 in the following way: the 
newer water-cooled 911s were great cars that happen to 
be Porsches, while the air-cooled cars were great Porsches 
that happen to be cars.
 Hmmm? I think I may need to re-think that. The 
“between-the- lines” implication of the above statement 
is that when you move up-scale and start adding creature 
(modern) comforts to a car…especially a Porsche…it loses 
some of its sportscar allure. Again, the implication is that 
there’s a solid inverse correlation between sportiness and 
modern convenience. What blows a hole in this idea is the 
fact that with each new iteration of the 911, the list of high-
tech amenities that coddle the driver grows…but so does 
the cars ability on the track. 
 I’ve been lucky enough to have owned a number of air-
cooled 911s, as well as a water-cooled one. I have always 
thought the air-cooled 911s were incredibly cool and 
desirable ergonomic, cantankerous nightmares that were 
a challenge to drive well, with the emphasis on the word 
“challenge”. My water-cooled 911 experience was with a 
2002 996 version. Much easier to drive, it had AC and heat 
that actually worked, and worked well! And it had remote 
door locks, a stereo I could hear at speed, and was quicker 
than any car I’d owned previously. While I’ve not owned 
one, it’s fair to say that the 911 water-cooled cars have 
done nothing but escalate from there…in every sense of 
the word. More creature comforts, more electronic driver 
assists…and more horsepower and torque to go along with 
their escalating track capability.
 Perhaps you’ve failed to notice that the cost of a new 
911, even the most basic one, has escalated to nearly 

$100K…$91,100 to be exact, and that’s before adding any 
kind of “options”. Hi-end 911s easily top $200K, a price that 
starts pushing at the lower end of the rarified territory of 
the supercars…against whom they can handily compete, by 
the way. But does Porsche really want to be selling their 
911s to high end buyers only and ”affordable” SUVs to the 
Porsche “everyman”? Probably not…
 Enter the Boxster/Cayman Porsches…affordable 
Porsches that have rapidly escalated to something much 
more than an “inexpensive” Porsche! Take a look at the 
members-only PCA raffle for the end of this year! Are they 
raffling off 911s? Nope! For the first time ever (I think), 
there is no 911 even as the grandest of grand prizes. Top 
prize is either a Cayman GT4 or Boxster Spyder (a GT4 
with a convertible top). Follow on prizes are a Cayman T 
or a Boxster T. Is this due to pricing pressure, or a shift in 
market focus away from the 911 (which seems destined to 
disappear into the upper stratosphere of supercar status) 
and toward the highly capable 718 mid-engine platform? I 
think the tea leaves point to the 718 platform.
 From our current (almost) 2020 vantage point (pun 
intended), the “old” air-cooled 911’s look pretty “primitive”, 
but in their day they were the pure “state-of-the-art” 
definitive sports car…even if they were a bit tail heavy. Our 
current Porsches (911 and 718s) have amenities not even 
dreamed of back then and boarder on GT highway cruiser 
luxury, yet can run circles around the most capable 911 of 
yesteryear. 
 So, I’ll walk my previous stance back and concede 
that a true sports car (aka – a Porsche) can be extremely 
luxurious and be sports car capable all at the same time. 
What’s most interesting to think about though, is what 
these cars will looked back on 30 or more years from now? 
Will they be languishing in the back of the shop for lack 
of anyone with the computer savvy to fix them? Will they 
be relegated to the status of “primitive” when compared 
to the far superior Porsches of the day? Perhaps they’ll be 
considered the last of the sportscars that you could really 
drive…even if you did have to turn off the PSM and other 
electronic assists? Or perhaps they’ll be treasured as the 
last sports cars that you could drive at all since the future 
generation of Porsches will drive themselves?
 We can only hope NOT! Adios from The Back Seat.
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